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Abstract— The ever-growing trend of making the traditional
power grids smarter than before has resulted in their gradual
evolution to more sophisticated grids, referred to as Smart
Grids (SGs) Cyber-Physical Systems with complex networking
technologies. The integration of Information and Communication
Technologies with power grids fosters seamless data sharing
between different SG entities, which supports effective and smart
governance in terms of demand response management, frequency
support, and voltage stabilization. Nonetheless, this integration
opens up several security and privacy concerns, namely, electric-
ity theft, power loss, battery exhaustion, infrastructure mapping,
etc. These issues become even more important with the addition
of distributed energy sources, e.g. electric vehicles (EVs), battery
energy storage systems, and renewable energy sources, into the
SGs. We present a framework based on Software Defined Net-
working (SDN) and BlockChain (BC) to address two challenging
issues of EV-aided SG ecosystems, namely, privacy assurance and
power security. We leverage the capabilities of SDN to handle
the complex interactions between different subsystems of the SG.
Furthermore, we also employ BC and smart contracts’ properties
to secure energy transactions and data communications. We
design a secure and efficient mutual authentication protocol
based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and BC for privacy
preservation during smart energy trading. We also proposed a
BC-based smart contract for effective Demand Response Man-
agement (DRM) during bidirectional energy transfer between
EVs and SG. Finally, we present experimental evaluations to
validate the proposed framework’s performance. The results
obtained demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed
scheme compared with current state-of-the-art approaches. The
mutual authentication protocol designed is not only secure against
major attack vectors (namely, session key security, message
integrity, anonymity, forward secrecy, and so on), but it is
also cost-efficient in terms of communication and computational
costs. Additionally, the SC designed assures power security and
maintains an adequate balance between demand and supply.
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NOMENCLATURE

E
DE P
Base (t) Baseline energy capacities of DEPs for

DRM at t
E

EV
D RM An EV’s energy contribution to the DRM

E
EV
Rated Battery rated capacity of an EV

E
SG
Demand(t) Total energy demand of SG at t

E
SG
D RM(t) Total energy needed for DRM at t

E
SG
Supply(t) Total energy consumed by SG’s consumers

at t
I(t) Rate of incentive associated for effective

DRM at t
I
∗(t) Incentives for the participating entities (∗) at

t for effective DRM
RS

DE P(t) Demand response signal for the DEPs at t
RS

DE P(t) Energy that can be withdrawn or reduced by
a particular DEP at time t for effective DRM

RS
EV (t) SC computed response signal for an EV at

t
RS

∗
met (t) Demand response signal met by the partici-

pating entities (∗) at t
SoCChar SoC to fully charge an EV’s battery
SoCcurr Current SoC of the EV’s battery
SoCDis SoC that can be discharged by an EV’s

battery
SoCMax Maximum SoC level of the EV’s battery
SoCMin Minimum SoC level of the EV’s battery
Ii Identities of the SM/SDN controller
Ti Time-stamp for SM/SDN controller
a, b Coefficients of E
Authi Intermediate authentication tokens for

SM/SDN controller
cur Current
di Private key of SM/SDN controller
E The Elliptic curve considered
G Finite prime field
H1(.) One-way collision resistant hash function
H2(.) One-way collision resistant hash function
n Large prime number
P Generator point of the curve
Qi Public key of SM/SDN controller
ri Pseudo random numbers for SM/SDN con-

troller
SDN j j th SDN controller referenced
SMi i th SM referenced
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SoC State of Charge
T Time
t A time instant
th Computation time for performing a one-way

hash function
Tm Computation time for performing a ECC

point-multiplication
tadd Computation time for performing a point

addition
Tbp Computation time for performing a bilinear

pairing
Ted Computation time for performing encryption

and decryption
Texp Computation time for performing a exponen-

tiation operation
Tmac Computation time for computing a message

authentication code
vol Voltage
BC BlockChain
BESS Battery Energy Storage System
CA Certificate Authority
CU Commercial Unit
DApps Decentralized applications
DEPs Distributed Energy Pro-consumer
DES Distributed Energy Source
DRM Demand Response Management
ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography
EV Electric Vehicle
FHMQV Fully Hashed Menezes-Qu-Vanstone
P2P Peer-to-Peer
PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
RES Renewable Energy Source
SC Smart Contract
SDN Software Defined Network
SG Smart Grids
SH Smart Home
SM Smart Meter
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the evolution of Smart Grids (SGs), the con-
ventional power grids have been revamped to enable

easier management, higher efficiency, and enhanced reliability.
Additionally, the SG paradigm also provides a bi-directional
flow of power and information, which not only supports the
smooth transfer of energy from the producers to consumers
but also eases the fault diagnosis mechanism because data can
be instantly retrieved. However, one of the crucial challenges
associated with these power networks is their security. In the
past, there have been several instances where the power grids
have been compromised or attacked. For instance, in 2016,
the US Department of Homeland Security admitted that one
of their grids was compromised by the Russians [1]. Since
the SGs are completely automated and equipped with remote
access, even one minute of security lapse can significantly
impact the entire community and ultimately result in cascading
blackouts.

Thus, with the growing cyber-attacks on SGs, these power
networks’ security has gained substantial attention from acad-
emia and industry. In this context, the BlockChain (BC) tech-
nology is expected to bring disruptive changes by improving
the security standards related to connectivity, data transfer,
and access control. The technology of BC is based on the
distributed ledger wherein all the nodes of the network main-
tain a copy of this ledger. The blocks in this ledger are
cryptographically linked with each other, which makes the
ledger immutable. The concept of BC was initially limited to
the use of cryptocurrencies. However, with the advent of Smart
Contracts (SC), BCs are being applied to numerous application
domains, such as the Internet of Things, SG, Vehicle-to-Grid
(V2G), Autonomous Vehicles, etc [2]. In this work, we focus
on the application of BC and SC to secure SG operations.

A. Related Work
Musleh et al. in [3] reviewed different advantages of

using BC in SG ecosystems. The authors also discussed
various models proposed in the literature with their associated
advantages and challenges. Additionally, the authors identified
four potential sub-domains for using BC for higher stability,
sustainability, and resiliency of SGs, namely, energy trad-
ing, cyber-and-physical security, and Electric Vehicles (EV).
We review state-of-the-art results about these sub-domains
below.

Wang et al. in [4] proposed an energy trading mech-
anism in crowdsourced energy systems using the concept
optimization and BC. In this work, the authors employed
the IBM Hyperledger Fabric as a baseline distributed ledger
technology. Aitzhan et al. in [5] also used B for secure and
anonymous energy trading along with multi-signatures and
anonymous encrypted messaging streams. The authors in [6]
used private BC for energy trading in the local electricity
market. Likewise, the V2G energy trading mechanism also
proposed an effective approach for valley filling and peak
shaving. Considering this trend, Garg et al. [7] devised a
hierarchical authentication scheme based on BC for securing
the V2G trading environment.

Gupta et al. [8] reviewed cyberphysical attacks targeted on
modern IoT-enabled power grids and identified some of the
potential attack vectors as financial frauds, denial of service
attacks, false data injection, and physical attacks. Working in
the same direction, Minoli and Occhiogrosso [9] identified
BC’s use for securing IoT-enabled ecosystems. In this work,
the authors discussed different application domains of BCs
(such as SGs, Intelligent Transportation Systems, e-health,
insurance, and banking). They emphasized the flexibility of
BCs, which can be supported at both the communication
model’s physical and application layers. Likewise, the authors
in [10] proposed a BC-envisioned secure solution for modern-
day Smart Homes (SH). Along the same lines, mutual
authentication is also considered crucial for securing SG
ecosystems [11], [12]. Some of the notable contributions in
this direction can be found in [7].

In [13], Liu et al. employed the concept of decentralized
Blockchain for managing the charging/discharging activities
and schedules of EVs in a SG setup. This work has focused
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on reducing the power fluctuations at the grid level due
to the unpredictable penetration of a large number of EVs.
Besides, the work also focused on reducing the cost associated
with the charging/discharging of EVs’ batteries. In the latter
work, the authors developed an adaptive BC mechanism
based on the Iceberg order execution algorithm. Likewise,
Jin et al. [14] identified the problem of charging electric taxis
during working periods while simultaneously catching up with
their advanced bookings. Thus, in this work, the authors used
consortium BC to design an effective charging architecture
for electric taxis to deal with charging disconnection and
trust issues between different charging stations. Working in
the same direction, in [15], the authors also used consortium
BC for efficient charging of hybrid EVs. Some of the other
contributions that leveraged BC technologies’ advantages for
generating charging/discharging schedules for EVs are pre-
sented in [16], [17].

B. Motivation

SG ecosystems are the next-generation power networks that
rely on Information and Communication Technology to offer
bi-directional energy and information transfer. The innovative
technologies of SG and BC have significantly changed the
power system industry’s landscape in terms of enhanced
efficiency and reliability [18]. However, with the emerging
focus on distributed energy sources (such as renewable energy
sources, SHs, EVs), the need to devise effective decentralized
management solutions for SG has become mainstream. In this
context, Software Defined Networks (SDNs) can play an
essential role in significantly reducing the network manage-
ment challenges and separating the control plane from the
data plane. The SG environments are thus expected to benefit
from the decentralization of the underlying network [19],
[20]. Henceforth, in this work, we combine the benefits of
decentralized BC and SDN paradigms to the SG ecosystem to
enhance security and energy trading.

C. Research Contributions of This Work
The key research contributions of the proposed work are as

follows.
1) We present a sophisticated framework based on SDN

and BC to handle two challenging issues of SG ecosys-
tems, i.e., privacy assurance and power security.

2) For privacy preservation, we present an efficient mutual
authentication and key agreement protocol based on
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and BC.

3) We then devise a secure energy trading mechanism based
on BC for effective Demand Response Management
(DRM).

4) Finally, we extensively evaluate the efficacy of the
proposed scheme in terms of overhead, security features,
and demand response.

D. Organization
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present

some background information and the system model in
Sections II and III, respectively. We describe the proposed

scheme in Section IV while we present experimental evalu-
ation results in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the
work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we present some background information
about BC and SC that are employed in our proposed scheme.

BC is a state-of-the-art technology that is essentially a
shared digital ledger and is characterized by its property of
immutability and decentralization. It is maintained by a peer-
to-peer network which in turn, stores the history of transactions
executed by the different peers using cryptographically linked
blocks. In simpler words, BC can be understood as a chain
of blocks wherein each block carries the transaction data,
a predefined hash function, and a hash to the block preceding
it. Since it is operated by a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network, where
there is no central control authority. This implies that all the
nodes of the network conjointly work together to ensure that
the chain is not altered and only legitimate transactions are
incorporated into the chain. These interactions enable BC
to invoke direct transactions between the nodes/individuals
without the need to involve a third party in the overall process.
The lack of any central authority in BC makes it attractive for
deployment in different application domains to manage and
keep track of the digital assets [21].

Thus, it is fair to say that BC is based on “human trust”.
However, the highly secure framework of BC technology gains
its tamperproof property because of the following assumption:
“any node can attack the BC at any given time frame”. Thus,
to safeguard the chain against intentional alteration, BC uses
the concept of “consensus protocol”. These protocols work
on the notion of democratic systems and ensure the correct
operation of the network, even under malicious interventions.

Due to the above-mentioned security attributes, BC has been
regarded as one of the most attractive technologies for various
activities, such as cryptocurrency transactions, land records,
healthcare, aviation, e-governance, data and network security,
and many others [22], [23]. The global market of this disrup-
tive technology is projected to reach almost USD 20 billion
by 2024 [22]. In this vein, Gartner also forecasts that the
business value associated with BC will flourish, reaching USD
176 billion by 2025. Recently, various countries, the Republic
of Georgia, Sweden, and the UAE declared the potential use
of BC for managing their digital assets related to property
management, e-governance, and land registry, respectively.

In short, some of the distinguishing characteristics of BC
are summarized as follows:

1) Digital: BC eliminates the use of manual documentation
and maintains all the information in a digitized format.

2) Distributed: There is no central authority in BC, and thus
all the nodes of the P2P network work in collaboration
based on some set of predefined rules to validate the
information to be added into the network. There is no
single point of failure because the architecture of BC
is highly distributed. In fact, the network continues to
operate as usual even if one or more nodes fail.

3) Immutable: All the transactions in the BC network
are cryptographically chained together using various
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the proposed EV-aided SG using Blockchain and SDN.

parameters, namely, time, date, data, and hash of the
previous block. Therefore, all the transactions to be
recorded sequentially on the network, which makes them
immutable.

4) Chronology: All the blocks are sequentially recorded on
the BC network and linked with the preceding block
using hashing to maintain a perfect chronology.

5) Consensus Based: As a result of the consensus mech-
anism, the nodes of the underlying P2P anonymously
participate in the voting mechanism to validate every
transaction on the ledger.

6) Persistence: The distributed ledger of BC prohibits
any invalid transaction. This implies that any trans-
action that has been written on the ledger cannot be
altered or deleted. Once a transaction has been added
to the ledger, everything related to that transaction is
“cryptographically sealed”. This feature ensures data
persistence, high-end robustness, and trust.

7) Anonymity: All the users interact with the ledger using
a designated address which in turn keeps their identities
anonymous.

Some of the most popular cryptocurrency currencies based
on BC include Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and Litecoin. Since
this work aims to extend the notion of Ethereum for the
SG paradigm, we, therefore, focus on Ethereum. The concept
of Ethereum was first proposed by Vitalik Buterin and was
released in 2015. Its inception was driven by BC and the goal
was to extend its use beyond the financial domain. Today,
Ethereum is being used in applications beyond trading and
cryptocurrency using “SCs”. The concept of SC is based on
a set of rules that the underlying nodes of the ledger use
to interact with each other. The contract encompasses some
pre-defined rules which automatically trigger an agreement if
satisfied. The contract is implemented using the consensus
mechanism. The inventors of Ethereum aimed to employ

Ethereum to decentralize the Internet by using the concept
of SC. These user-defined contracts can be used to develop
decentralized applications (DApps) and are used in a plethora
of domains.

Some of the main benefits of using Ethereum include:
1) A third party cannot make alterations to the data stored

on Ethereum.
2) It is immutable.
3) It is characterized by high security.
4) It has almost zero downtime.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

This section presents the high-level architectural diagram of
leveraging the benefits of Ethereum and SC for establishing a
secure SDN-enabled SG ecosystem.

A typical SG setup comprises of two components, i.e., elec-
tricity producers and consumers. The former comprises the
usual large-scale power generation plants, Renewable Energy
Sources (RESs), and Distributed Energy Sources (DESs) such
as EVs, and Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS). The
latter, on the other hand, incorporates SHs, smart buildings,
industrial units, commercial plants as well as EVs and BESSs,
also referred to as Distributed Energy Pro-consumers (DEPs).
All these DEPs regularly consume energy from the SG.
However, due to the evolution of SGs, these units can reduce
their energy consumption and give the energy back to the
grid whenever required for effective DRM. Figure 1 illustrates
the key components of the proposed SG ecosystem equipped
with the Ethereum, SC, and SDN functionalities. As the
figure shows, the ecosystem considered is segregated into
the following planes, namely, data plane, Control, BC, and
application plane. We describe these planes below.

The lowest plane is the “Data Plane” which comprises the
electricity consumers connected to SG via dedicated Smart
Meters (SMs). SMs help in regulating and tracking the energy
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consumption profile of all the pro-consumers in real-time.
Above this layer lies the “Control Plane” which comprises
the SDN controllers handling the control operations of the
underlying network. Finally, above this layer resides the “BC
Plane” which comprises different ledgers and SCs to maintain
the transactions related to authentication and energy trading,
respectively. Overall, the functionalities of Ethereum and SC
have been used to accomplish the following tasks: i) enhancing
the security of the SG ecosystem using an authentication-based
mechanism and ii) securing the energy trading process used
for DRM (the following section discusses these components in
detail). It is worth mentioning here that SDN controllers serve
as the nodes for the distributed ledger(s) and are responsible
for validating the transactions and maintaining the entire
ledger(s). The highest layer is the “Application Plane”, which
provides various services to the ecosystem considered in terms
of higher security and effective DRM.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

This section explains the rationale behind the operation of
the proposed scheme. Broadly, the proposed scheme executes
the following phases:

A. Phase I: Ethereum for Secure and Mutual Authentication
The SMs deployed across the pro-consumer’s premises are

intelligent devices that relay their energy consumption patterns
to the SDN controller on a real-time basis. However, the data
being relayed to the SDN controller is crucial to a customer’s
privacy [24] and is prone to different attack vectors, i.e., denial
of service, man-in-the-middle, forward secrecy, and replay
attack. Thus, it is essential to protect it against potential data
tampering attacks. Thus the proposed scheme employs an
efficient authentication and key agreement mechanism based
on Ethereum and ECC. In the former phase, the mutual authen-
tication between the SMs and SDN controllers takes place.
Next, they compute a common session key to protect their
future communications. Afterward, Ethereum is employed to
keep track of all the authentication transactions using two
ledgers, namely Whitelist Ethereum and Blacklist Ethereum.
We present the related details below and Fig. 2 shows the
steps involved.

Broadly, this phase can be categorized into the following
steps:

1) Mutual authentication
2) Key agreement
3) Transaction generation and verification
4) Transfer of transactions to the ledger

The related details of these sub-steps is elaborated below.
1) Step 1 & 2: Mutual Authentication and Key Agreement:

The initial phase incorporates mutual authentication and key
agreement based on ECC. The details of this phase can be
found in our previous work [12]. A short summary of these
phases is detailed as follows and the related symbols are
defined in the nomenclature.

The designed mechanism for mutual authentication and
key exchange between the SMs and the SDN controllers
leverages the hardness of the ECC and Fully Hashed

Fig. 2. Steps for secure and mutual authentication using BC.

Fig. 3. An illustration of the SM registration Phase.

Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (FHMQV) at its core. However, before
the SMs and SDN controllers authenticate each other and
establish a secure session key, it is essential for them to have
certain pre-defined parameters and register themselves with the
certificate authority (CA). The former is referred to as ‘System
Initialization’ while the latter is called ‘Registration’.

a) System Initialization: During the process of system
initialization, important cryptographic parameters are defined
by the CA. These parameters comprise a chosen Elliptic curve
E along with its essential parameters < P, n, G, a, b >.
Here, the parameters P and n refer to the generator point and a
large prime number, respectively. On the other hand, G denotes
the finite prime field and < a, b > represents the coefficients
of the curve [12]. These parameters are made public which are
then used by the participating entities to establish authenticity
and trust.

b) Registration: Following this, the SMs and the SDN
controllers register themselves one by one with the CA.
As the end result of this sub-phase, the legitimate entities
are assigned unique identities (Ii ) along with a private-and-
public key pairs (di ∈ Z∗

p and Qi = di .P; wherein i ∈
{SMs, SDN Controllers}). As illustration of this sub-phase is
given below:

c) Mutual Authentication & Key Agreement: Finally,
the registered SMs and SDN controllers then participate in
a cryptographic challenge to mutually authenticate each other
and establish a secure session key. The process comprises the
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the mutual authentication and key agreement
phase [12].

computation of the different intermediate tokens that are sent
by the two parties to each other to authenticate each other and
agree on a common session key if they trust each other. Fig. 4
illustrates these sub-phases. We present the intermediate steps
below:

Step 1: The SM initiates the process by generating a random
number, say rS M ∈ Z∗

p . Following this, it performs an ECC
point multiplication operation on rS M (RS M = rS M .P) and
generates a timestamp TS M . After all these computations,
the SM sends the tokens < IS M , rS M , RS M , TS M > to
its respective SDN controller.

Step 2: After receiving these tokens, the SDN controller
verifies the received TS M . If it is within the timeframe window,
then it continues to authenticate; else it drops the connection.
Then, it checks if RS M belongs to G∗. Next, the SDN
controller initiates the authentication process and generates
a time-stamp TS DN and a random number rS DN ∈ Z∗

p.
Then it computes RS DN = rS DN .P using an ECC point
multiplication.

Step 3: Using the values of RS M , RS DN ,
QS M , QS DN ,TS M , & TS DN , the SDN controller computes
the following intermediate tokens according to the following
sequence:

d = H1(RS M ,RS DN ,QS M ,QS DN ,TS M ,TS DN ) (1)

e = H1(RS DN ,RS M ,QS M ,QS DN ,TS M ,TS DN ) (2)

sS DN = rS DN + edS DN mod q (3)

σS DN = sS DN(RS M + d QS M) (4)

Finally, the above computed intermediate tokens are used
to compute an authentication token for the SDN controller
(AuthS DN ) as follows:

AuthS DN = H2(σS DN ||TS M ||dS DN RS DN ) (5)

Next, the message string< rS DN , RS DN , TS DN , AuthS DN >
is sent to the SM for authentication establishment.

Step 4: After receiving the above message, the SM first
validates TS DN and RS DN . Following successful validation,
it generates the following intermediate tokens (d, e, sS M , σS M )
and an authentication token (Auth∗

S DN ) to verify the SDN
controller’s authenticity.

d = H1(RS M ,RS DN ,QS M ,QS DN ,TS M ,TS DN ) (6)

e = H1(RS DN ,RS M ,QS M ,QS DN ,TS M ,TS DN ) (7)

sS M = rS M + ddS M mod q (8)

σS M = sS M (RS DN + eQS DN) (9)

Auth∗
S DN = H2(σS M ||TS M ||rS DN QS DN ) (10)

Finally, the SM checks the equivalency of the computed
(Auth∗

S DN ) and the received authentication token (AuthS DN ),
and following a successful verification, the SM considers the
SDN controller as legitimate.

Step 5: In this step, the SM computes an authentication
token for itself AuthS M = H2(σS M ||TS DN ||dS M .RS M)
following a common session key (SK =
kd f (σS M ||TS M ||TS DN)). The computed < AuthS M > is then
transmitted to the SDN controller for verification.

Step 6: After receiving < AuthS M >, the SDN con-
troller verifies the received token where an equivalence estab-
lishes the legitimacy of the SM. After successful verification,
the SDN controller computes its common session key SK =
kd f (σS DN ||TS M ||TS DN ).

2) Step 3 & 4: Transaction Generation, Verification, and
Transfer to the Ledger: Following successful authentication,
the SC related to the Whitelist Ethereum is invoked and
the details of the associated SM and SDN controllers are
transferred to the ledger using the consensus mechanism.
In contrast, unsuccessful authentication attempts invoke the SC
related to Blacklist Ethereum to record the related transactions
on the ledger. After every successful authentication between
a set of SMs and the SDN Controller, their respective IDs
are transferred to the Blockchain whitelist ledger. Next time,
if any authentication request is generated between the same
parties, the server checks if the participating entities have
been legitimate sources in the past (using the whitelist ledger).
If so, the authentication mechanism can be ignored to reduce
the overhead for mutually authenticating the parties. However,
to ensure higher security, the SC checks the blacklist ledger
in real-time and permits the authentication process to be
skipped under certain timeframes only. The maintenance of
these two ledgers helps streamline the authentication and
key exchange process and reduce the overhead involved in
key generation and authentication establishment for each
communication. Moreover, with the vision of the blacklist
ledger, the illegitimate sources can be kept at bay from the
very beginning.
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The consensus mechanism adopted to transfer the details of
SMs and the SDN controllers to the different ledgers is called
the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). For PBFT, let
us assume that we have k working peers (in our case, working
peers are the SDN controllers), which will play a quintessential
role in writing the authentication results to the ledger. In every
consensus round, a WP is selected as the speaker while the
rest takes up the role of congressmen. We present the detailed
procedure below:

1) In the first step, a speaker is selected using the following
relation: i = (height modk) + 1 wherein i denotes the
selection of the i th WP as the speaker. This selection
process is crucial because the speaker can host the con-
sensus process n number of times although the speaker
cannot affect the results of the consensus.

2) Next, any SMs or a SDN controller broadcast the results
of the authentication (legitimate for the Whitelist and
illegitimate for the Blacklist). All the WPs scan these
broadcast messages and store their information in their
corresponding memories.

3) Once the “block” for the transmitted message has
been created (say after t seconds), the speaker sends
a message to all the congressmen to cast their
respective votes using the template: < preq ,
height, W Pi , block, SigW Pi (block) > wherein preq

denotes the request of the leader to all congressmen to
cast their votes.

4) Next, the congressmen cast their votes for
the generated block by sending the message
< pres, height, W Pj , block, SigW Pj (block) >.

5) If a WP receives SigW Pj (block) from at least (k − f )
peers, then the WP publishes the block; else the next
round of consensus is executed. Here, the value of f =
�(k − 1)/3� denotes the upper limit on the number of
erroneous WPs that can be part of the system.

B. Phase II: Ethereum for Secure and Anonymous
Energy Trading

The DRM and the subsequent energy trading in the setup
considered are achieved using the concept of SCs. In the
proposed work, we define SC to enforce a delicate balance
between the grid’s load and production. In other words,
the SC’s rules define the situation and will allow the DEPs to
participate in DRM by withdrawing/injecting energy, or reduc-
ing the current load. In the event of a substantial imbalance
between the SG’s load and generation profile, equivalent
demand response is triggered by the SC. This signal, in turn,
is communicated to the different DEPs along with the penalty
and incentive attributes.

For instance, the following equation depicts the squid imbal-
ance between electricity generation and consumption:

E
SG
D RM(t) = E

SG
Demand (t) − E

SG
Supply(t). (11)

In the above equation, E
SG
Demand(t) refers to the total energy

demand of the SG at time t while E
SG
Supply(t) denotes the

total energy being consumed by its consumers. The difference
between these two attributes depicts the energy that needs

DRM (ESG
D RM(t)). The related scenarios are illustrated below.

E
SG
D RM(t) =

⎧⎨⎨
⎨⎩

0; SG is balanced

> 0; Energy needs to be injected to SG

< 0; Energy can be withdrawn from SG

(12)

In the first case, no DRM is required. However, in the latter
two scenarios, the participating DEPs can change their energy
consumption patterns to participate in the grid regulation
mechanism. It is worth mentioning here that the energy
computations for the EVs are different from the rest of the
DEPs because they support a bi-directional flow of energy.
We provide the related details below.

The amount of energy needed to charge or discharge an
EV’s battery is dependent on the current (SoCcurr ), maxi-
mum (SoCMax), and minimum State of Charge (SoCMin) as
described below [25].

SoCChar = SoCMax − SoCcurr (13)

SoCDis = SoCcurr − SoCMin (14)

here, SoCChar depicts the SoC to fully charge an EV’s battery
while SoCDis represents the SoC that can be discharged by
an EV. Consequently, their charging and discharging energy
levels are computed using the following equation:

E
EV
D RM = SoC∗ × E

EV
Rated

100
; SoC∗ ∈ {SoCChar , SoCDis} (15)

where, E
EV
D RM depicts EV energy contribution to the DRM

and E
EV
Rated represents the battery rated capacity of the EV.

Based on the computed value of E
EV
D RM , the SC computes its

equivalent demand response signal (RS
EV (t)) as follow.

RS
EV (t) = E

EV
D RM (t) ∗ |ESG

D RM (t)|
| �x E

EV
D RM(t) + �

y E
DE P
Base (t)| .

(16)

The other participating DEPs share their baseline energy
capacities for DRM (EDE P

Base (t)). Consequently, the demand
response signal (RS

DE P(t)) is computed for all the DEPs as
follows:

RS
DE P(t) = E

DE P
Base (t) ∗ |ESG

D RM(t)|
| �x E

EV
D RM(t) + �

y E
DE P
Base (t)|

(17)

here, RS
DE P(t) depicts the energy that can be with-

drawn or reduced by a particular DEP at time t for effective
DRM.

The SDN controller then relays the computed regulation
signals to the respective DEPs, which participate in the DRM
process by serving the response signal (RS

∗
met (t)). Accord-

ingly, the SC computes their respective incentives (I∗(t))
wherein I(t) is the incentive associated for effective DRM at
time t .

I
∗(t) = RS

∗
met (t) × I(t); (∗) ∈ {DE P, EV } (18)

Once the DEPs transfer the required energy and balance the
demand-supply curve, the SDN controllers then create the
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necessary transactions. These transactions are then verified
using the consensus mechanism, then the block is added to
the ledger and the associated incentives, also known as ethers,
are transferred to the respective DEPs.

Smart Contract Employed: The proposed framework
presents a trusted and secure medium for the participants
to communicate and share their energy profiles in real-time.
Additionally, it also supports an autonomous and decentralized
platform of BC for monitoring and executing transactions
using SCs. Using the SC designed, the participating entities
(in this case SG, DEPs, and EVs) can contribute to effective
DRM to maintain higher grid stability without relying on
a centralized third party and enforce an efficient trading
mechanism.

To enforce smart and efficient energy trading among the
SG, DEPs, and EVs, we use the concept of SC. The SC
designed incorporates different functions, which are discussed
as follows. The function generateEnergyLoadCurve() runs on
a periodic basis and checks the demand-supply gap according
to Eq. (11). Next, the SC triggers a positive or negative
response signal to the DEPs and EVs. Here, the positive
response signal indicates a higher energy supply and lower
consumption and vice versa. Upon receiving the response
signal, the DEPs and EVs compute their individual baseline
energy capacities using the function computeBaseCapacities().
The computation results are then relayed from the DEPs
to the SC via the SDN Controller. The SC then computes
DEPs’ respective response signals and incentives (using the
computeResponseSignal() and computeIncentives() functions).
After a successful energy trade, the incentives are transferred
by the SC using the BC ledger to the concerned parties. For
the sake of clarity, we highlight the components of the SC
designed using Algorithm 1.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

The proposed scheme comprises two different phases,
i.e., mutual authentication and energy trading for effective
DRM. Thus, the parameters used for the evaluation of the
two phases differ and are described below.

A. Evaluation of Phase I

The first phase incorporates the security aspect of the
proposed scheme which helps in mutual authentication and
deriving a secure session key for high data security. Thus, it is
evaluated based on computation, communication, and energy
overheads along with the security features supported.

1) Baseline Protocols Used for Evaluation: SMs form an
important part of the SG ecosystem and use bidirectional
communication between the pro-consumers and the utility
provider. These communication channels between the two
parties enable easier exchange, management, and control of the
energy transfer. Nonetheless, the open channel is susceptible
to different attack vectors and we need to maintain the
anonymity of the SM. Thus, the works in [26]–[29] proposed
the use of secure authentication and key agreement protocols
between the participating entities to combat different security
attacks and ensure SM anonymity. For instance, Tsai and

Algorithm 1 Smart Contract for Effective DRM

1 function main():
2 Execute generateEnergyLoadCurve()
3 Execute computeBaseCapacities()
4 Execute computeResponseSignal()
5 Execute computeIncentives()
6 Execute computeIncentives()

7

8 function generateEnergyLoadCurve(t):
9 Extract E

SG
Demand(t) for t

10 Extract E
SG
Supply(t) for t

11 Compute E
SG
D RM(t) using Eq. (11)

12 return E
SG
D RM(t)

13

14 function computeBaseCapacities(E
SG
D RM(t), t):

15 for each EV x do
16 Compute E

EV
D RM using Eq. (15)

17

18 for each DEP y do
19 Compute E

DE P
Base

20

21 return E
EV
D RM, c,

�
x E

EV
D RM,

�
y E

DE P
Base

22

23 function computeResponseSignal(E
SG
D RM(t),

E
SG
D RM(t),

�
y E

DE P
Base ):

24 if |ESG
D RM(t) ≤ (| �x E

EV
D RM | + | �y E

DE P
Base |) then

25 Set RS
EV (t) using Eq. (16); ∀x

26 Set RS
DE P(t) using Eq. (16)∀y

27 else
28 Set RS

EV (t) = E
EV
D RM

29 Set RS
DE P(t) = E

DE P
Base

30 return RS
EV (t), RS

DE P(t)

31

32 function computeIncentives( f irst, second):
33 for each EV x do
34 Compute I

EV (t) using Eq. (18)

35

36 for each DEP y do
37 Compute I

DE P(t) using Eq. (18)

38

39 return I
∗(t)

40

Lo in [26] concentrated their attention on lightweight and
secure authentication followed by a key exchange in the
SMI network. In this work, two identity-based cryptosystems
were used to attain the desired objectives. Odelu et al. [27]
also extended the same notion and used ECC and identity-
based encryption for the underlying encryption. Likewise,
the authors of [28] proposed the concept of authentication
and key exchange based on identity-based cryptography using
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TABLE I

THE COMPUTATIONAL COST ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT
CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS [29]

ECC. The main focus of this work too was on securing the
communication between the SMs and the utility providers.
Kumar et al. [29] also employed the concept of a lightweight
and energy-efficient authentication and key agreement for SMs
using hybrid cryptographic algorithms.

Since the above-mentioned schemes work on identifying
the challenges of SM anonymity and securing the commu-
nication from the SG perspective, like ours, we chose them
for performance comparisons. The authentication and key
exchange protocols proposed in these existing schemes have
similar security and overhead challenges that we took into
consideration in our proposed approach. Thus, we present
a detailed analysis of the proposed mutual authentication
mechanism by comparing it with state-of-the-art approaches
described in [26]–[29].

2) Experimental Settings: For the experimental evaluation,
we used a SMI network comprising a SM and a SDN con-
troller similar to those used in [29]. We used a 2AA battery
powered TelsoB mote along with a SM with the following
configuration: 16 bit processor running at 8 MHz of clock
frequency with 48 KB ROM and 10 KB RAM. We used a
laptop (equipped with Intel 2.59 GHz processor and 16 GB of
RAM) as the SDN controller. In our performance analysis,
we have considered the following metrics: computational
cost, communication cost, energy cost, and security features
supported.

-Computation Cost Analysis: For the computational cost
analysis, we consider the number of different cryptographic
operations executed by the protocols and the time taken
for their analysis. The computational cost of the different
cryptography operations on the SMs (resource constraint)
was computed by using different libraries and functions
(e.g., TinyECC library with MD5 function and Advanced
Encryption Standard symmetric-key algorithm). Amongst all
these operations, the bi-linear pairing operation is considered
to be the most expensive function and its computational
complexity is approximately thrice that of the ECC point mul-
tiplication operation. Table I presents the computational costs
associated with the execution of the different cryptographic
operations on SMs. The results obtained show that the pro-
posed scheme is the most efficient in terms of computational
overhead.

The proposed protocol incurs a total computational overhead
of 11,912 msec with a total of 4 ECC point multiplication and
8 one-way hash functions. Out of these operations, both the
SM and the SDN controller executed 2 ECC point multiplica-
tion and 4 one-way hash functions. The detailed comparison is

Fig. 5. An illustration of the DRM using the SHs, EVs, and CUs.

depicted in Table II and the results indicate that the proposed
protocol leads to the minimum computational burden on the
SMs and SDN controllers.
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TABLE II

AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COST

TABLE III

AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMMUNICATION COST

TABLE IV

AN ANALYSIS OF SM ENERGY UTILIZATION [12]

-Communication Cost Analysis: Along similar lines,
the communication cost analysis was also performed in terms
of the number of tokens and bits transmitted between the
SM and the SDN controller. The size of different tokens
was considered as follows: ID = 1 byte (B), hash values =
16B, pseudo random numbers = 8B, MAC = 4B, time-
stamp = 4B, and key size = 16 B [29]. Using these values,
we calculated the communication costs of different schemes.
For instance, the proposed scheme incurred 509 bits during
the transmission of authentication tokens. More precisely,
the SDN controller received a total of 157 bits and sent
352 bits during the authentication phase. Table III summarizes
the results. Based on the results obtained, we note that the
proposed protocol incurs the least amount of communication
overhead.

-Energy Cost Analysis: The SMs are devices that are
installed within the customer’s premises and extract the energy
from their households to support their routine operations.
Thus, it is essential to minimize their energy consumptions.
In this work we consider the energy required by the SMs in
performing different cryptographic operations. For the com-
putation purpose, we consider the following relation between
voltage (vol), current (cur ), and time (T ) to perform different
cryptographic functions at the SM.

vol × cur × T . (19)

In the above equation, we set the values of vol and curr to
3V and 1.8μ A, respectively, for a standard TelsoB SM. The
detailed analysis is illustrated in Table IV. It is apparent from

TABLE V

AN ANALYSIS OF THE SECURITY FEATURES PROVIDED

the obtained results that the proposed scheme incurs the least
amount of energy consumption.

-Security Feature Evaluation: The proposed scheme pro-
vides the following security features: it supports mutual
authentication (F1), session key security (F2), message
integrity (F3), anonymity (F4), forward secrecy (F5), and
replay protection (F6). Additionally, it resists impersonation
attacks (F7), Man-in-the-Middle attacks (F8), and Denial of
Service (F9). More detailed information about these security
features is described in Table V.

B. Evaluation of Phase II: A Case Study of DEPs and EVs

To evaluate phase II of the proposed scheme, we considered
the demand response provided by the cumulative support of
DEPs and EVs. For this analysis, we assumed a simulation
setup with 50 SHs, 20 commercial units (CUs), and 50 EVs.
The EVs’ batteries are assumed to have energy rating capac-
ities in the range of 12 to 36 kWh. The load profile for
the SHs and commercial units is adopted from the publicly
available US open energy information [30]. Accordingly,
we construct the load profile of the SG ecosystem considered
as shown in Fig. 5(a). We considered a constant power supply
of 2000 kW in our evaluation. From the figure, we note that
the grid undergoes significant demand-supply imbalances over
time. Thus, to reduce these fluctuations, we leverage the advan-
tages of DEPs and EVs using the proposed approach. The SC
designed first computes the baseline capacities of the partic-
ipating SHs, EVs, and CUs for effective DRM management
using the function computeBaseCapacities(). Fig. 5(b) shows
the related results. For instance, at 1200 hours, the baseline
capacities for the SHs, EVs, and CUs were 452, 1380, and
87 kWh, respectively. Next, the system executes the function
computeResponseSignal() to compute the respective demand
response signals for the SHs, EVs, and CUs (at 1200 hours,
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computed as 123.21, 376.17, and 23.715 kWh respectively).
Due to the active participation of the EVs and DEPs, the pro-
posed approach was able to manage the demand response
in most instances. For example, at 1200 hours, the proposed
scheme was able to fully manage the demand-supply fluctua-
tions by 523.1 kWh. After the energy transfer, the SC executes
the function computeIncentives() to transfer the incentives to
the EVs and DEPs based on their individual participation.
Fig. 5(e) shows the results obtained. At 1200 hours, SHs, EVs,
and CUs earned $ 284.58, 1478.52, and 4514.64 for energy
trading. Thus, these results demonstrate the efficacy of our
proposed scheme, which can be adopted for effective DRM.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main focus of this work was on privacy preservation and
energy security using Blockchain technology. Coupled with
the use of Blockchain, this work also applied the benefits of
SDN to the SG ecosystem to implement a decentralized control
mechanism. The proposed scheme employed Ethereum and
Smart Contracts to support data security along with effective
DRM. The data security was ensured using an ECC and
Ethereum-based authentication and key agreement mechanism.
On the other hand, DRM was ensured by transmitting well-
computed demand response signals to the pro-consumers.
Following this, the rewards were communicated to the pro-
consumers involved using Ethereum anonymously. The exper-
imental evaluation results support the applicability of the
proposed scheme in the SG ecosystem.
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